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At present the principles of the digital processing X-ray 
images, including the photogrammetric methods, begin to be used 
more and more often for diagnostics of various diseases. How
ever, complexity of the traditional methods of X-ray photo
grammetry, caused in the first place by the necessity of strict 
determination of picture orientation elements, keeps back a 
wide introduction of the stereoroentgenogrammetric survey in 
clinic practice. Search of a high-precision X-ray topometric 
method, which could be accessible for medicine,resulted in a 
testoscopic method of the stereoroentgenogrammetric survey, 
worked out at the Moscow Tuberculo s Institute. 

The testoscopic method provides determination of three-dimensional 
coordinates of the object points by means of a constructed object 
stereomodel using a stereopair of X-ray pictures and intersection 
of the model target point with a stereoinstrument floating mark 
relative to the test-object scale images, photographed together 
with the object of research at the same time /2/. 

Fig.1 shows the intersection geometry of the point A of a 
model made wi th the marks rn and m: It 
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1 coordinated by means of the 
side of a cubetfig.2). 

Fig.2 

The stereoroentgenography conditions make it possible to position 
test-object on the deck the X-ray holder table so that its 

axes X and were parallel to the corresponding axes of the 
photogrammetric coordinate system. Then in the conditions of the 
normal case XA=X~=X;, YA=Y;=Y4, ~A=.z/:(=Z2=.z'3=Z4, 

xl , yt ,.z'g, - coordinates of points 1, 2,3,.4 of the 
linear marks ~ and rrr obtained with the test-object scales. 

Thus, in order to solve a measurement task with the testoscopic 
method it is use a test-object with two scales XZ 
and Z .. 

image, received by a disperSing 
of using a test-object with in

can be chosen in the limits 
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The test-object is positioned on the deck of the X-ray table so 
that its axes X' and Y' were parallel to the longitudinal 
axis and the lateral axis of the X-ray holder respectively (to 
the axes X and Y of the photogrammetric coordinate system). The 
object of research is put, on the base of the test-object between 
the scales j[Z' and YZI , as shown in fig.3. Stereoroent
genography is to be performed in the conditions of the normal 
case. 

B 

Fig.3 

The X-ray pictures are placed on a stereocomparator and oriented 
so that the images of the axes X' and Y' of the test .... object were 
parallel to the axes oX. and 't of the instrument. The measurement 
mark of the instrument is to be set to the target point of the 
stereomodel; after that the mark should be moved in parallels to 
the axis ~'of the stereocomparator untill it coincides with the 
scale XZ1 of the test-object. (The position of the parallaxic 
screw should not be changed). The scale readings are taken by 
means of interpolation. In the same way one can determine the 
coordinate Y of the target point. In this case the mark should 
be moved in parallels to the axis x. of the stereocomparator. 
The coordinate Z is to be found with the scales X'Z' and y'Z' 
simul taneously wi th the determination of the coordinates X and Y • 

The mathematical way to express the stereoscopic intersection 
is as follows: Ie} X= x~ + Ax x, 

y= Yo + AyCy, 

Z= z~ + 6~Cz:3LY/..Jy, 

(3) 
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stereomodel depends 
crOJ .... rn<l!::!o"l"'''I''''''1 C blur of the image It In 

that for the 
the 

reading error 
by interpolation of (3) we shall 

(6) 
obtain 

where 
I mil ... mean-square error on 

the test-object. 

positioned 
, niA1i m6y 0,05 

of is 10 mm, 
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As an example we shall cite an experimental estimation of 
precision of the testoscopic method, using a test-object with 
flat inclined scales with the scale spacing 5 mm. The 
tigation was made with the help of a standard with 16 control 
balls (steel balls of 1 mm diameter) fixed at the butt-ends 
the posts of different height, made of plexiglas. The posts were 
fixed on a flat-and-parallel base of a square form, made of 
plexiglas. The coordinates of the control pOints were_g~~ermined 
in the rectangular coordinate system of the standard OXYZ 
relative to the point No 15 by direct optical
measurements with accuracy of 0, mID. 

standard 1 was placed between the scales of th~measurement 
test-object 2 and then oriented so that its axes X and 
parallel to the corresponding axes of the test-object ( 
Stereoroentgenography was carried out in the conditions 

case. The approximate parameters of the survey are: f = 
1000 rom (principal distance), B = 200 rom (base). 

Flg.5 shows 
standard, where 
the test-object 
tively. 

Fig.4 

The photogrammetric processing the 
carried out on a stereocomparator. 

pictures was 

In accordance with the results of the stereoroentgenogrammetric 
and measurements a graph of errors of 
the coordinates the standard control pOints was made (fig.6), 
where each point the radius-vector showed the_value an~ the 
direction of the error along the axes X and Y of 
the , and the figures (mm) errors along 
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By Gauss' formula the mean-square errors of determination of the 
difference of three-dimensional coordinates were calculated. As 
a result we have obtained: == 0,3 mm, m l1y= 0,4 mm 
and m6Z== 0,7 mID. 

Table 2 shows the , which accuracy of the testo-
scopic method, obtained in the experimental way using test
objects of different constructions. 

Table 2 

Characteristics of the test-object Mean-square errors 

f11..AX(mm) rn~y(mm) mA~mm) 

Inclined iYlp~r wi 2 mm reading 
(C) 

- 0,5 space 

Three coordinate test-object with a,) 0,4 0,7 flat scales (c :: 5 rom) 

Three coordinate test-object with 0,4 0,4 0,7 flat scales (c = 5 mm). Measure-
ments were carried out on Steko 
1818 (Carl Zeiss, Jena) with 
reduced pictures 

Three coordinate test-object with 0,8 0,8 1,3 spheric scales (C = 10 mm) 

Three coordinate test-object with 0,4 0,4 0,9 imaginary scales (C = 10 mm) 

The data given in Table 2 prove conclusively that the accuracy 
of the testoscopic method is one order higher than that of the 
traditional methods in X .... ray topometry (using coordinate scales, 
correction factor, etc). 

The testoscopic method has found practical application in diag
nostics of foreign bodies /1/, in study of the vibrational 
disease /7/, when treating for varicose veins /8/. the 
latter case application of the testoscopic method has made it 
possible for a doctor to plan surgical treatment exactly and 
strictly, which allowes to shorten the time of the operation and 
to reduce traumatical heaviness and painfulness. Thanks to the 
above the number of after-operation complications and stay-time 
of the patient in clinics are considerably reduced. The surgi
cal treatment for varicose disease of lower extremities gives 
an economic effect of average 250 rubles per one patient (doc
tor Prokopyev S.P. at the Scientific Methodical and Medical 
Centre of vascular surgery, Penza t USSR). By the new method 
over 5000 patients have been already cured. 

The theoretical and experimental investigations described above 
as well as the experience of the practical work show that the 
testoscopic method combines high accuracy with simplicity of 
solving the measurement task because coordinates of target 
pOints are determined on a stereocomparator without 
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formulas of photogrammetric transformation. It a serious 
precondition for a wide application of the stereoroentgenogrammet

method for X-ray diagnostics. 
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